It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single man in possession of a good fortune must be in want of a wife... Tailored from the adored Jane Austen classic, Marvel Comics is proud to present Pride & Prejudice! Two-time Rita Award-Winner Nancy Butler and fan-favorite Hugo Petras faithfully adapt the whimsical tale of Lizzy Bennet and her loveable-if-eccentric family, as they navigate through tricky British social circles. Will Lizzy's father manage to marry off her five daughters, despite his wife's incessant nagging? And will Lizzy's beautiful sister Jane marry the handsome, wealthy Mr. Bingley, or will his brooding friend Mr. Darcy stand between their happiness? Collects Pride & Prejudice 1-5.

My Personal Review:
Let me start off by saying that I may be a freak among girls. I LOVE Pride and Prejudice and I love comic books. This graphic novel was perfect for me and for many other people I am sure.

The story is abridged nicely. The classic lines that we all remembered reading are there. The illustrations are quite lovely. The Bennet sisters are flat out hot in this version. Even Mary is far more attractive than your normal run-of-the-mill gal. There were a few times when I did get confused on which Bennet sister I was actually looking at though. And Bingley's hair changed from red to blonde every once in awhile. This is all easily forgivable however.

If you are a Pride and Prejudice fan you really should check this graphic novel out. If you haven't read the novel and were interested in the story this might be a good jumping off point.

The only question I have is why did it take Marvel so long to think about making this? Younger readers will easily get drawn into more classics if they are presented in this way. Keep on making them!
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